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BEST LOVED OPERA ARIAS

Best loved opera arias for

Soprano

Léo DELIBES (1836–1891)
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Les Filles de Cadix (‘The Girls of Cadiz’)
(1886)
Ana María Martínez
Prague Philharmonia • Steven Mercurio
(8.557827)

6

3:17

Roméo et Juliette (1867)
Act I: Je veux vivre (Juliette)
Ana María Martínez
Prague Philharmonia • Steven Mercurio
(8.557827)

Giacomo PUCCINI (1858–1924)
3

Madama Butterfly (1904)
Act II: Un bel dì vedremo (Cio-Cio-San)
Ana María Martínez
Prague Philharmonia • Steven Mercurio
(8.557827)

7

3:27

Les Contes d’Hoffmann
(‘The Tales of Hoffmann’) (1881)
Act I: Les oiseaux dans la charmille
(The Doll’s Song) (Olympia)
Susanne Elmark
Sønderjylland Symphony Orchestra
Robert Reimer (8.573699)
La Bohème (1896)
Act I: Sì, mi chiamano Mimì (Mimì)
Luba Orgonášová
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra
Will Humburg (8.553151)
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Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART (1756–1791)
8

Die Zauberflöte (‘The Magic Flute’) (1791)
Act II: Ach ich fühl’s, es ist
verschwunden (Pamina)
Elizabeth Norberg-Schulz
Budapest Failoni Chamber Orchestra
Michael Halász (8.660030-31)

4:13

6:29

9

Le nozze di Figaro (‘The Marriage of Figaro’)
(1786)
Act II: Porgi, amor (Countess Almaviva)
Maria Pia Ionata
Hungarian State Opera Orchestra
Pier Giorgio Morandi
(8.554172)

3:36

Giacomo PUCCINI

Giacomo PUCCINI
5

La forza del destino (‘The Force of Destiny’)
(1862)
Act IV: Pace, pace, mio Dio! (Leonora)
Antonietta Stella
Vienna State Opera Orchestra
Dimitri Mitropoulos (Orfeo C681062I)

5:17

Jacques OFFENBACH (1819–1880)
4

2:32

Giuseppe VERDI (1813–1901)

Charles GOUNOD (1818–1893)
2

Turandot (1926)
Act I: Signore, ascolta! (Liù)
Luba Orgonášová
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra
Will Humburg (8.550605)

4:32

10

Gianni Schicchi (1918)
O mio babbino caro (Lauretta)
Miriam Gauci
Belgian Radio and Television Philharmonic
Orchestra • Alexander Rahbari
(8.550606)

2:26

2

Pyotr Il’yich TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893)
11

Pique Dame (‘The Queen of Spades’) (1890)
Act III: Uzh polnoch blizitsya …
Akh, istomilas’ ya
(Lisa’s Aria) (Lisa)
Dinara Alieva
Russian State Symphony Orchestra
Dmitry Yablonsky
(8.572893)

15

4:47

Die Zauberflöte (‘The Magic Flute’) (1791)
Act II: Der Hölle Rache kocht in meinem
Herzen (Queen of the Night)
Hellen Kwon
Budapest Failoni Chamber Orchestra
Michael Halász
(8.660030-31)

2:51

Lakmé (1883)
Act II: Où va la jeune Indoue (Bell Song)
(Lakmé)
Dilbèr
Estonian Opera Orchestra
Eri Klas
(Ondine ODE768-2)

6:46

3

La traviata (1853)
Act III: Addio, del passato (Violetta)
Krassimira Stoyanova
Munich Radio Orchestra
Pavel Baleff
(Orfeo C885141A)

2:59

Dido and Aeneas (1689)
Act III: When I am laid in earth (Dido)
Kym Amps
The Scholars Baroque Ensemble
(8.553108)

3:43

Antonín DVO ÁK (1841–1904)
18

Giuseppe VERDI
14

Tosca (1900)
Act II: Vissi d’arte (Floria)
Krassimira Stoyanova
Munich Radio Orchestra • Pavel Baleff
(Orfeo C899171A)

Henry PURCELL (1659–1695)
17
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Giacomo PUCCINI
16

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART
12

La traviata (1853)
Act I: È strano! è strano! …
Ah, fors’è lui (Violetta)
Monika Krause
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra
Alexander Rahbari
(8.660011-12)

5:15

Rusalka (1901)
Act I: M sí ku na nebi hlubokém
(Song to the Moon) (Rusalka)
Krassimira Stoyanova
Munich Radio Orchestra • Pavel Baleff
(Orfeo C830111A)

5:29

Alfredo CATALANI (1854–1893)
19

La Wally (1892)
Act I: Ebben? Ne andrò lontana (Wally)
Miriam Gauci
Belgian Radio and Television Philharmonic
Orchestra • Alexander Rahbari
(8.550606)
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Best loved opera arias for

Soprano

Introduction
In 1755, the great English lexicographer Dr Johnson defined opera as exotic and irrational.
He wasn’t wrong. In the selection of arias here, for example, we find one sung by a mechanical
doll 4 and another by a woman taking an implausibly long time to die after stabbing herself 17 .
It doesn’t help matters that opera often comes in a language the majority of the audience doesn’t
understand. But here’s the thing. Although opera is not realistic, it is real. Opera takes the great
moments of life – death, love, vengeance, sex – and stretches them out for us so that we may feel
them more vividly, with greater depth and power.
Opera offers truths which are otherwise inexpressible.
A History of Opera
For an art form which has had such a profound impact on global culture, opera has a surprisingly
short history. It was invented in about 1600 in Italy. A group of academics, hoping to recreate the
chanted speech of ancient Greek theatre, developed a method of giving sung notes to the words of
dramatic characters. Hey presto! – they’d stumbled upon opera: drama told through music.
It quickly took off. The wrenching pathos, the opportunities for comedy, the grandeur of great
music combined with powerful stories… People quickly understood that the new form was about real
emotions, and real situations, but heightened to a point of sublimity.
As with all art forms, conventions soon arose. Songs for individual characters became known
as arias. Quick-paced dialogue, in a less melodic style, was called recitative. An opera might have
some duets, or trios, or a chorus.The accompanying orchestra began to grow too.
Certain musical forms began to dominate the art form. In the 18th century, for example, an aria
almost always concluded with a repeat of its opening section. This type of structure is traditionally
called a da capo aria, meaning a ‘go back to the beginning’ aria.
During the early 18th century it was the singers – not composers, not librettists, not producers –
who were the most important people of the opera world, and sometimes they demanded ridiculous
changes in storytelling merely to suit their egos. A period of reform set in, which opened the way
for more experimental works, such as Le nozze di Figaro of 1786 9 , with its innovative use of
ensembles and emotional variety.
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In the early 19th century, this in turn developed into a new style called bel canto (literally
‘beautiful singing’) which emphasised singers’ virtuosity in long-held phrases and brilliantly sparkling
fast passages. Verdi pushed this style towards grand opera, which involved bigger crowd-scenes
and epic backdrops. Wagner, uniquely, used recurring melodies and symbolic characters to create
a style all his own. Opera had another flowering in the late 19th-century verismo style 19 , which
exploited sexually heightened conflicts, before it headed into several different modern pathways,
some more successful than others, in the 20th and 21st centuries.
If you’re wondering why this history has mostly covered only Italian opera, partly, it’s because
the Italians were on the scene first and so controlled the field. But it is also because the Italian
language, with its open vowels and easy consonants, is a wonderfully straightforward language to
sing. All other national schools of opera – including French, Russian, German, and English – have
thus defined themselves in a pro or contra relationship with the globally dominant Italian product.
The Soprano Voice
The term soprano comes from the Italian word ‘sopra’, meaning ‘over’, or ‘above’, and indicates
the highest-sounding line of music in any ensemble. Until the early 16th century, this was usually
provided by a male voice – either a boy treble, or an adult in falsetto register. (As time progressed,
some men would be castrated before puberty to preserve their unbroken high sound.) Women
would continue to be excluded from performing sacred music for many years, but by the middle of
the 16th century, music for domestic consumption began to include high female voices.
When opera appeared on the scene in about 1600, it took more inspiration from domestic
than sacred composition – and thus women were involved as performers from the very beginning.
Throughout the 17th century and most of the 18th, composers wrote arias for particular
performers, aiming to exploit the individual qualities of sound and personality (whether sweet, or
powerful, or flexible, or dramatic, and so on). In the 19th century, however, popular operas came
to be revived and re-staged all over the world with many different singers: a system was needed
which would indicate whether a role demanded a light-voiced singer, or one with good comic gifts,
or a big dramatic sound. In this way, the concept of classifications of different types of soprano
was born. This taxonomy is sometimes called the Fach system. (‘Fach’ is German for ‘category’.)
The Fach types for sopranos are as follows. The highest kind of female voice is called a
coloratura soprano: her music often involves rapid ornamentation, fast scales, and great vocal
dexterity ( 2 4 12 13 ). The most frequently encountered type is the lyric soprano: this is a rather vague
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catch-all term, but usually denotes a soprano with a well-rounded sound, but without huge reserves
of power 5 6 7 10 . Later in the 19th century a new type appeared, who could occasionally push
her voice to greater levels of power, but while still retaining some softer qualities: this is the spinto
soprano 3 11 16 19 . The most powerful type, with the greatest reserves of stamina, is the dramatic
soprano, sometimes called the Wagnerian soprano. Brünnhilde, the heroine of Wagner’s Ring Cycle
is perhaps the greatest example of this type.
The ‘mezzo soprano’ is a lower female voice, and usually considered as a separate category,
with its own subdivisions (see Marvellous Mezzo-soprano and Contralto: Best Loved Opera Arias,
8.578189).
1
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Les Filles de Cadix (‘The Girls of Cadiz’) (1886)
The composer Léo Delibes (1836–1891) is best known for his opera Lakmé (see 13 ), but also
wrote several popular ballets and a handful of charming songs. Les Filles de Cadix – not strictly
speaking an ‘aria’, since it is not taken from an opera – is based on a text by the French poet
Alfred de Musset, and reflects a late 19th-century Gallic fascination with all things Spanish.
(The opera Carmen of 1875 is another example of this.) The words describe the flirtatious ways
of Gaditanian maidens, while the accompanying rhythms conjure up the clicking of castanets
and strumming of flamenco guitars.
Je veux vivre (‘I wish to live’) from Roméo et Juliette (1867)
Gounod’s opera is based on Shakespeare’s story of star-cross’d lovers. In this introductory aria,
Juliette says that she would prefer to live in a dream of freedom than contemplate marriage.
Gounod suggests all the youth, freshness and vivacity of Juliette’s character – but also at
her growing awareness of her own sexuality – by giving her a waltz melody. (At the time the
opera was written, the waltz was considered a dance which encouraged risqué behaviour.)
Along with the suggestive waltz rhythm, Gounod also offers Juliette sparkling scales and runs
to show off her youthful vocal flexibility.
Un bel dì vedremo (‘One fine day we’ll see’) from Madama Butterfly (1904)
The Japanese heroine of Puccini’s opera has married an American naval officer. He has been in
America for three years, but she still longs for his return. In this aria she imagines him arriving
in Nagasaki harbour and running from his ship to greet her.
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Butterfly is 15 when the opera opens, and just 18 when she kills herself at the end. It is
one of the many contradictions of operatic practice that no 18-year-old on earth could do
justice to the heavy dramatic and vocal demands which Puccini places on his spinto (powerfully
voiced) heroine. Singers often wait until their thirties or forties to tackle the role, and yet this
paradox has not stopped Butterfly from becoming one of the best-loved operatic characters in
the repertoire.
4
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Les oiseaux dans la charmille (‘The birds in the hedgerow’)
(The Doll’s Song) from Les Contes d’Hoffmann (1881)
The inventor Spalanzani has created a wind-up doll which can sing, and he makes it perform
for his guests. In this aria, Olympia shows off her mechanical charms in a song about birds,
stars and breezes which all encourage a young girl to dream of love.
With its high range and breath-taking pyrotechnics, Olympia’s aria is one of opera’s most
dazzling coloratura showpieces. It’s easy to see why the hero Hoffmann would fall in love with
such a creature, despite her springs and cogs. In a witty touch, the music twice trails off as if to
suggest that Olympia has run out of power, and needs winding up again.
Sì, mi chiamano Mimì (‘Yes, they call me Mimì’) from La Bohème (1896)
Mimì is a poor consumptive seamstress, living in a Parisian garret. One day she calls on her
neighbour, the equally poor poet Rodolfo, to borrow a light for her candle. They begin to tell
each other about their lives, and here she describes her simple pleasure in her work, and her
love of flowers.
The delicate role of Mimì does not demand huge reserves of power, but is full of
unforgettable melodies and great dramatic pathos: for this reason, it is a favourite of almost
all lyric sopranos.
Signore, ascolta! (‘My Lord, listen!’) from Turandot (1926)
The slave girl Liù is secretly in love with Prince Calaf. When he indicates he wants to win the
hand of the icy Princess Turandot – and risk his life in the process – Liù begs him to turn away
from the fatal project.
For the title character of Turandot, Puccini created one of the great dramatic soprano roles,
which only the most powerful of singers can hope to attempt. For the character of Liù, therefore,
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he needed a musical foil, and succeeded perfectly. Liù is a sweet, sad and retiring character,
and her music has a touching simplicity and melancholy charm.
7

8

9

Pace, pace (‘Peace, oh peace’) from La forza del destino (1862)
Leonora’s lover Alvaro has accidentally killed her father, and she believes that he has also
abandoned her. By Act IV, she is living a life of repentance – disguised as a monk – in a
cave near a monastery. In this aria she begs God to grant peace to her tormented soul, while
restating her love for Alvaro.
Leonora is one of Verdi’s great spinto roles. Here the composer gives her long, spun-out
phrases dripping with anguish and desperation to show off the singer’s dramatic chops and
breath-control. Note the beautiful step-wise descent on the words ‘Pace, pace’ of the main
melody. Falling phrases like this often suggest despair, hinting that while Leonora pleads for
peace, she knows that her wish will never be granted.
Ach, ich fühl’s (‘Ah, I feel it’) from Die Zauberflöte (1791)
After a period of separation, Pamina meets her beloved Tamino once more, but is distressed to
find that he refuses to talk to her. (The audience knows that he has been forced to take a vow
of silence, and that the encounter is a test of his obedience.) In utter devastation of heart, and
believing that she has lost his love, Pamina sings this heart-breaking aria.
One singer says that performing this aria is like walking on eggshells: the voice must float
effortlessly above a very bare accompaniment of quietly pulsing string chords punctuated with
silences. Mozart, as ever, knew what he was doing, however: the effect is to show how utterly
alone and unsupported Pamina feels at this point.
Porgi, amor (‘Grant me, oh love’) from Le nozze di Figaro (1786)
Countess Almaviva knows that her husband chases after other women. In this aria, which
introduces her character to the stage, she begs the god of love to restore the Count’s affections
to her.
Unlike Pamina ( 8 ), the Countess sings of her despair in a major key. Mozart shows how
warm and hopeful her personality is, even when expressing the most abject misery.
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O mio babbino caro (‘O my beloved father’) from Gianni Schicchi (1918)
The wily trickster Gianni Schicchi refuses to help the snobbish and proud Donati family when
they have a financial problem. Schicchi’s daughter begs her father to reconsider, because if
all goes according to plan, she will be able to marry the youngest member of the family, her
handsome lover Rinuccio.
Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi is a masterpiece of musical farce which hurtles with comic energy
from first note to last – apart from during this charming moment of pleading, which is the only
stand-alone aria in the whole work. It means that Lauretta’s supplication has all the more force
from its difference to the rest of the musical texture. (The term ‘babbo’ means ‘daddy’ in Italian;
‘babbino’ is therefore literally ‘little daddy’: Lauretta uses the diminutive form to show her
affection for Schicchi.)
Uzh polnoch blizitsya (‘Midnight is near’) from Pique Dame (1890)
Lisa is in love with the increasingly unstable gambler Herman, who caused the death of her
grandmother. As she stands by the side of a bleak snowy canal in St Petersburg, waiting for
him to appear and reassure her of his affection, she reflects on her love for him, and her fears
for the future.
The incessantly pounding bass line, the trembling upper strings, the plangent and harsh
woodwinds… the nerve-jangling opening to this aria tells us better than any words could that
Lisa is doomed to unhappiness. In fact, when she finally meets Herman, and realises that she
has given her heart to a madman, she throws herself into the canal and kills herself.
Der Hölle Rache (‘Hellish vengeance’) from Die Zauberflöte (1791)
The vicious Queen of the Night orders her unwilling daughter Pamina ( 8 ) to take up a knife and
plunge it into the heart of her enemy Sarastro.
The Queen of the Night is perhaps the best-known coloratura character in the whole
operatic repertoire. Mozart wrote the role for his sister-in-law Josepha Hofer, who clearly had
quite an extraordinary voice, for the aria contains one of the highest notes (a top F) ever to be
demanded of a singer. It’s interesting to note that most coloratura characters are young women
(see Juliette 2 , or Lakmé 13 ), but Mozart uses coloratura writing here to express a mother’s
near-insane rage.
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Où va la jeune Indoue (‘Where will the young Indian girl go’) (Bell Song)
from Lakmé (1883)
Lakmé is the daughter of an Indian High Priest. He suspects that she has fallen in love, and – in
a fury – he orders her to sing this showstopping aria in the middle of a marketplace in the hope
that it will draw her lover out of the crowd to be a target for punishment.
In common with many other composers of his era, Delibes was fascinated by the sounds of
the Orient. The resulting style of music is often now daubed with the pejorative term ‘Orientalist’,
suggesting imperialist cultural appropriation and inauthenticity; but Delibes does it so well, and
with so much panache, that it’s hard not to be seduced.
Addio, del passato (‘Farewell, dreams of the past’) from La traviata (1853)
Violetta, a formerly successful courtesan, lies dying in bed. She learns from a letter that her
lover, who recently insulted her because of a terrible misunderstanding, now knows the truth
and is rushing to be with her to beg her forgiveness. ‘È tardi!’ she cries – ‘It’s too late!’ Death
is too near. In this aria, she reflects on her former happiness.
I’ve often wondered if Verdi had Pamina’s equally heart-breaking aria ( 8 ) in mind when
writing this; there is the same use of quiet pulsing strings, silences, and a high, unsupported
vocal line floating over it all.
È strano! (‘How strange!’) from La traviata (1853)
The courtesan Violetta wonders if she should give up her life of sexual freedom, and give herself
solely to young Alfredo, who has declared his love. Could he be the one to claim her heart?
Violetta is often described as ‘four roles in one’, as the character’s music is so different in
each of the four acts. Here we hear Violetta in light-lyric mode, but immediately after this she
blazes into a coloratura showpiece when she resolves to forget Alfredo and remain free. At the
end of the opera ( 14 ) her voice is deeper, darker and almost spinto in its weight and colouring.
Vissi d’arte (‘I lived for art’) from Tosca (1900)
Tosca, a famous singer, is pleading for the life of her lover Cavaradossi, who has been captured
by the chief of police. The policeman offers to spare Cavaradossi’s life only in exchange for
sexual favours from her. In this aria Tosca wonders why God should punish her so cruelly, when
all she has ever wanted was to life for art and love.
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The back-and-forth drama of Act II of Tosca cranks up to a nerve-shredding pitch of conflict
at the point that this aria appears. Puccini – in a masterstroke – steps back from the pacing,
and gives the heroine this moment of reflection. In other hands, the dramatic tension might have
been lost, but not here.
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When I am laid in earth from Dido and Aeneas (1689)
Dido, the Queen of Carthage, has been abandoned by her lover Aeneas, and welcomes death
as a release from her anguish.
The same descending bass line (see 7 ) is repeated throughout this aria eleven times,
giving a sense of inevitability and despair. Although the libretto does not mention Dido’s means
of death (she merely says ‘Death must come when he is gone’), traditionally she stabs herself
before this aria, and enters oblivion at the end of it.
M sí ku na nebi hlubokém (‘Oh moon in the deep sky’) (Song to the Moon)
from Rusalka (1901)
Rusalka is a water-sprite who has fallen in love – from afar – with a human prince. In this aria,
she pleads with the moon to shine on her lover, and let him know how much she adores him.
Dvo ák provides a wonderful accompaniment to this aria, full of little bubbling rising
phrases which suggest the world of water which surrounds the heroine.
Ebben? Ne andrò lontana (‘Well then – I will leave’) from La Wally (1892)
Wally is a stout-hearted young peasant girl living in the Tyrol. When her father orders her to
marry his friend, or leave home forever, she bravely chooses the latter, and heads off into the
Alps to live alone.
La Wally is not produced very often, mostly because of the difficulties of staging the final
scene in which the hero and heroine die in an avalanche. It’s a shame, because quite apart
from this unforgettable aria of brave defiance and bittersweet regret (made even more popular
by its use in the film Diva) it has plenty of other wonderful musical attractions.
Warwick Thompson
© Naxos Rights US, Inc.
Sung texts and translations for the arias on this album can be accessed at
www.naxos.com/libretti/578188.htm
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The soprano voice occupies the highest-sounding line of music (in Italian ‘sopra’ means ‘over’ or ‘above’)
and it is subdivided into various types. The coloratura is the virtuoso, suited for rapid ornamentation
such as in Mozart’s Queen of the Night (Die Zauberflöte). Puccini’s Mimì (La Bohème) is an example of
the lyric soprano, full of drama and well-rounded sound. More powerful than the lyric but retaining her
softer qualities is the spinto, exemplified by Madama Butterfly, while the dramatic soprano, with her huge
reserves of stamina, can be heard in works by Wagner. This quintessential collection of best-loved arias
confirms that the soprano, in all her variety, sits at the very heart of the operatic experience.
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